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Message from the Chairs

The Workshop on Information Systems in Digital Engineering (ISDE) is held the first

time in conjunction with the 15th Conference on Database Systems, Technology, and

Web (BTW 2013) at the Otto-von-Guericke-University Magdeburg on March the 12th,

2013. The ISDE brings together two vibrant communities: the database and information

systems domain, and the digital engineering domain. We expect to establish cooperation

and collaboration in theory and practice.

Today, most engineers are supported by a software landscape. Information systems are a

natural fit. Within the supporting software landscape, more and more data management

technologies are embedded. Digital engineering is an emerging trend that aims at

bringing together traditional engineering (e.g., electrical engineering and mechanical

engineering) with modern approaches in software and systems engineering. Today's

extension of data management to the domain of distributed realtime and embedded

systems raises new questions and challenges. Fortunately, research and development of

databases and information systems have a long and rich history as well as new

technologies in hard- and software.

The contributions to this workshop are related to automotive electrical engineering,

virtual reality in engineering, early stages in product development, and safety and hazard

defense engineering. Anybody comparing the papers will notice that they altogether

connect distributed clients by means of information system technology. Consequently,

they consider various aspects of interoperability.

Tiedeken, Herbst, and Reichert [THR13] examine the software landscape in product data

management of electrical and electronic, automotive components (E/E-PDM). They

focus on partial information integration about products’ dependencies from
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heterogeneous data sources. The identified challenges account for software evolution

and variable organizational constraints. Their main contribution is a set of requirements

for information integration in E/E-PDM.

Broneske, Schäler, and Grebhahn [BSG13] tackle a long-running problem in database

operation with virtual reality. Inadequate selection or implementation of index structures

may cause unresponsive behavior of databases and thus become a showstopper when

embedded in real-time systems. Therefore, they instrument the database system

minimally invasive and visualize the gained data in a virtual space. The presented

software prototype is a sound foundation for more experiments.

Oellrich and Mantwill [OM13] consider collaborative engineering and open innovation

with web based technologies. On the one hand, today’s popular web based services show

that near-to-interactive collaboration is feasible. On the other hand, methodological

development approaches define their very own notations and processes. Thus, the

authors put a web based frame around methodological product development. Their most

recognizable innovation is a closer look at a web based implementation of the

morphological box.

Mann, Gurath, Stahn, and Gülde [MGSG13] introduce web based information systems to

a domain, which is dominated by unstructured, office-oriented information and paper till

this day. Determining the minimum required amount of civil defense resources is a

common municipal task. A web based information system that implements the empirical

mathematical risk analysis method is proposed. Challenges and benefits are discussed for

firefighters, the municipal administration, and citizens.

We are deeply grateful to everyone who made this workshop possible – the authors, the

reviewers, the BTW team, and all participants.
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